The Mittag-Leffler function is defined by the equation
M T(ka + 1)
A considerable literature is devoted to a study of the analytic character of this function. (See, for example, vol. 29 of Acta Mathematica.) Recently W. Feller communicated to me his discovery-by the methods of probability theory-that if O^a^l the function Ea(-x) is completely monotonie for #JâO. This means that it can be written in the form
where F a (t) is nondecreasing and bounded. In this note we shall prove this fact directly and determine the function F a (t) explicitly.
Since E 0 (-x) = l/(l+#), £i(-x)~e~x there is nothing to be proved in these cases. We assume then that 0<a<l. By a standard representation
where L consists of three parts as follows: &: the line y= -(tan \f/)x from x-+ °° to #=p, p>0. C 2 : an arc of circle \z\ =p sec \p> -^^arg z^\//. Cz\ the reflection of G in the x-axis. We suppose 7r>\f//a>Tr/2 1 while p is arbitrary but fixed.
In (1) (2) Fa(u) ~~-r f e tlla e~t u dt> 2iria J L and to prove it is non-negative when w*~0. An integration by parts in (2) yields
where L' is the image of L under the mapping. Now consider the function 
It is of course possible to obtain (4) directly from (3). But a proof of its non-negative character without the intervention of the function e~*°eludes me.
It follows finally that E a (x) has no real zeros when Ogagl.
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